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Abstract: This project demonstrates the Energy harvesting based on 

Piezo vibration. This is a Green initiative to replace batteries which 

supply few uW/mW loads.  Sinusoidal output of Piezo crystal (PZT) 

is rectified using Schottky diode rectifier, which charges a capacitor 

named Charging capacitor (CC-2200uF/25V).  The charge Pump 

storage circuit is designed using the advanced ARM CORTEX 

MCU’s– TM4C123GH6PM TIVA Launchpad, which is 

programmed to monitor the voltage across Charging capacitor, 

transfers it to super capacitor(1F/5.4V) and switches back to 

Charging capacitor for further charging. This cycle is repeated till 

super capacitor voltage reaches 5V and then automatically switched 

on to Output. Since the capacitors discharge very fast, unlike 

batteries, a boost regulator circuit provides a constant output of 5V 

until the super capacitor discharges to 1.2V, to power small DC 

loads, for longer durations. Efficient boost regulator circuit is built 

using TPS61175 IC based on WEBENCH design, to boost 5V to 

24V, for applications which need higher voltage. 
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I.INTRODUCTION 

 

In today’s fast developing world, there is a need to find an 

alternate source of power generation. The power source 

should be sustainable and eco-friendly. Some of the methods 

by which energy can be harvested are solar, wind, vibration, 

tidal, etc... 

This project presents an alternate source of energy harvesting 

through vibrations by designing an efficient charge pump 

storage circuit controlled by TIVA ARM Cortex M4 

microcontroller (Tiva C Series Launchpad), .  The device that 

converts the mechanical stress applied into sinusoidal voltage 

is piezoelectric crystal. This phenomenon is termed as 

piezoelectricity. Here, piezoelectric crystal made of PZT 

(lead, zirconite, and titanate) is used for energy harvesting. 

An array consisting of four piezoelectric crystals in parallel is 

used.  There are many types of Piezo crystals available 

ranging from sensors to film strips. Not all such crystals are 

suitable for energy harvesting. For example, piezoelectric 

sensors are primarily used for vibration sensing, buzzers in 

computers, etc. which need external voltage for vibration. 

Piezo crystals made of PZT material in the form of strips / 

films/ plates are best suited for energy harvesting. 

The sources for vibrations in nature are plenty ranging from 2 

Hz to several hundred hertz. Few examples are, human 

walking (such as Malls, railway-bus stations, etc..), cycling, 

automobile movements, rail, ship, bridge swaying, keyboard, 

aircraft runways, machine shop, machinery etc. If 

Piezoelectric crystals (PZT) could be installed at 

appropriate places and tap the vibrations, our circuitry 

can then efficiently charge the super capacitor which then 

can be used for small electronic loads or with larger super 

capacitor bank to power street lights, etc. Thus, this is a 

green initiative. 

 
A. Technical Background: 
We came across a PhD thesis by Emma Louise Worthington 

– “Piezoelectric Energy Harvesting – Enhancing Power 

Output by Device Optimization and Circuit Techniques” – 

2010, Carnfield University. After going through the report we 

came to know that Analog ICs were used for the circuit 

Technique part to achieve the energy harvesting. Also, the 

report concluded that, by using a microcontroller the 

efficiency of the circuit could be achieved and it could be 

kept simple. Thus, it sparked to us that a microcontroller 

can be used for such kind of energy harvesting. We also 

came across TIVA C series launch pad at the right time. With 

the knowledge of interfacing of microcontroller with LCD, 

ADC, control of transistors (as switch), we designed a simple 

charge pump storage circuit using CD4093 Schmitt trigger IC 

for interlocking the P-Mosfets switches and programming the 

Tiva TM4C123GH6PM microcontroller for monitoring and 

control 

B: Overall System Diagram: 
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Figure1 above gives the overall system block diagram. The 

design and manufacture of piezo crystals is out of the preview 

of this project. Our main concentration is ENERGY 

HAVESTING CIRCUITRY (MICROCONTROLLER 

BASED). 

 
Compared to the thesis [1], which we have kept as the basis, 

following has been proposed: 

1. For the rectifier, to use SCHOTTKY DIODE 1N5817 

having very low forward voltage drop, in place of 

conventional DIODE such as 1N4007. 

2. TM4C123GH6PM MICROCONTROLLER controlling 

the P-MOSFET switches for charge pumps circuit in 

place of analog IC’s. 

3. A simple circuit charge pump circuit in place of SSHI. 

4. INTERLOCKING MECHANISM to avoid two fully 

charged different rating capacitors, to be in parallel for 

longer duration. 

5. Step down transformer 35V to 16V, 150Hz to step down 

the piezo voltage. 

The main objective of this project is to design a 

microcontroller based energy harvesting circuit. The 

harvested energy is the regulated using a boost regulator 

module for constant 5v output (till the super capacitor 

discharges to 0.7v). This power can be used for simple loads 

that use 5V DC or can be boosted to 24V DC using boost 

regulator TPS61175. 

The proposed solution is given in section II below 

 

  C. Organization of the Paper: 
 

1. Section II: PROPOSED SOLUTION- explaining 

each block in detail 

2. Section III: HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 

IMPLEMEMTATION 

3. Section IV: RESULTS 

4. Section V: CONCLUSION  

 
  II. PROPOSED SOLUTION: Fig.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A. Test Bench Setup- Electrodynamic Shaker 

 

A simple test setup of the electro dynamic shaker is shown in 

figure-3. The setup consists of the following: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            OUTPUT to BLOCK-2 

Figure-3 

 
1. 3MHz function generator gives sinusoidal signal. It 

is set to provide sinusoidal signal with 1V –peak to 

peak and frequency in the range of 30Hz to 150Hz. 

2. A custom built test bench power supply – schematic 

as shown, to provide the necessary biasing for the 

audio amplifier IC.  

3. 20w audio amplifier, built around LA4440 IC, is 

used to vibrate the speaker coil at desired frequency 

and amplitude. 

4. Piezoelectric crystals array, mounted on the cone of 

speaker suitably to vibrate freely. 
 

The Test bench power supply is wired on a GP board. The 

20W audio amplifier circuit is built on a fabricated PCB. 

Both these circuits are mounted on a common acrylic sheet of 

9” x 4” size with necessary bush supports for stability. 

 

The speaker is mounted on a 9 sq.in. 6mm thick acrylic sheet 

with an opening in the center for free movement of tube, 

holding the piezo array.  This sheet is further mounted on 

four pillars of plastic pipe of 6” height. 

 

Mounting of Piezo array:- 

 The speaker cone is carefully cut till the spider sheet. 

This is done to reduce the noise while working. 

1. The speaker is mounted as explained above securely. 

2. A 2.5” diameter paper tube, 5mm thick – similar to 

agarbathi tube, cut to 3” height is glued on to the cone of 

the speaker at the center  
3. A waste PCB is cut to 3.5” square. On to this, an acrylic 

sheet (6mm thick) of 10mm width and 4” in length is 

bolted at the center. 10mm width is selected as per the 

datasheet of Piezoelectric crystal 

4. Mounting holes of piezoelectric crystal is marked and 

drilled on the 10mm acrylic strip. 
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5. The Piezo array is mounted securely on the 10mm 

acrylic. 

6. Finally, the whole assembly, i.e. the 3.5” waste PCB 

along with 10mm acrylic strip holding the piezo array, is 

glued on to the paper tube. 

 

A major feature of the Volture cantilevers is the robust 

packaging for the piezoelectric wafers. The protective skin 

offers a hermetically sealed unit for operation in harsh 

environments. However, care should still be taken to provide 

a smooth mounting surface free of burrs. 

 

B. Piezoelectric Crystals 

 

THEORY OF OPERATION OF PIEZO VIBRATOR: 

 

A piezoelectric device is a subclass of crystals that are 

asymmetric. The asymmetry in the unit cell of the material 

sets up the mechanism whereby deforming the crystal leads 

to a small potential difference. The opposite is also true: 

applying an external voltage to the crystal will cause a 

mechanical deformation. For example, piezoelectric actuators 

are used in precision microscope stages such as those used in 

atomic force microscopy. 

Midé Technology Corporation produces the Volture line of 

piezoelectric vibration energy harvesters. The Volture 

cantilever piezoelectric films range in size from the V25W-

ND at 1.5 in. wide and 2.0 in. long down to the V22B-ND, 

which is only 0.24 in. wide and 1.4 in. long. Each Volture 

cantilever contains two piezoelectric wafers with individual 

output pins. These are most commonly connected in parallel 

to double the output current, but a series connection can be 

used to double the voltage and reduce the capacitance at the 

output. To give an example of potential output, the V25W-

ND can provide over 9 mW of power at an operating voltage 

of 15 V.  
 
ARRANGEMENT TO TAP VIBRATION ENERGY: 

 

The PIEZO wafer outputs are connected in parallel to get 

maximum current at low voltages. In this mode, the data 

sheet says the vibrator has 138 nF capacitance and output 

resistance between 170 to 185 Ohms (depending on vibrating 

frequency). As explained above, the output of the vibrator is 

in AC form, whose frequency is same as source of vibration. 

The amplitude of this AC wave varies with frequency and 

approaches the maximum, when the natural frequency of 

Piezo element matches vibrating source. 

 

In this project we set the Vibrations to 112 to 115 Hz at 

which the output voltage is maximum. This will be the 

resonant frequency for the experiment. The same set-up can 

be changed to find suitability of application of our ideas for 

different vibrating environment. 

 
C. Rectifier 

It is as shown in Figure-4. The sinusoidal wave form of 31 

volts (rms) is to be reduced to 16 volts for charging reservoir 

and charging capacitors, both rated to 2200uF, 25V. To 

achieve this, we have used a step down transformer to bring 

the final output voltage to 16V AC. This sine wave is 

rectified using four Schottky diodes. The resultant DC is 

smoothened by using a 2,200uF capacitor, which is also the 

reservoir capacitor (RC).  

 
 

D. Charge Pump Storage And ADC Calibration 
SCHMITT TRIGGER INTERLOCKING MECHANISM 

CIRCUIT: 

 

One important condition to eliminate is, at any given time no 

two switches (PMSW0 and PMSW1) should be enabled. 

When two switches are activated there will be loss of energy 

since capacitors are charged and connected in parallel.  By 

using this configuration no two switches are activated at the 

same time. The proposed circuitry for the Schmitt trigger 

interlocking mechanism is shown above in Figure 5: 

The NAND Schmitt trigger interlocking mechanism is 

designed using CD4093B IC. This interlocking mechanism 

consists of 4 NAND GATES. Each NAND gates are 

configured as an inverter. This mechanism is controlled using 

the TIVA MICROCONTROLLER. To bias this IC 5v is 

given to pin no 14 and ground to pin no 7 

When the calibrated ADC0 value is 10v LOGIC ‘0’ is given 

from the microcontroller. At the pin3 of the circuit there is 



logic ‘0’ and at pin 4 there is logic ‘1’.CTRL0 is having logic 

‘0’ which enables the PMSW0 and disables PMSW1 . 

 

D.1 Charge Pump Circuit: 

 

The above explained Schmitt Trigger interlocking circuit is 

the heart of charge pump system.  

 

The energy produced by Piezo Vibrators is very low and 

intermittent. In order to maximize its usage, we need to store 

the charges before powering the load. To do this we use a 

series of capacitors to store charges and finally transfer it to 

the load.  

This section consists of 3 capacitors connected in parallel, but 

separated by a switch. The first capacitor is connected to the 

output of the PIEZO Vibrator, as Piezo Vibrator block gives 

pulsating DC and needs to be smoothened. This capacitor will 

be known as RESERVIOUR CAPACITOR (RC) as this 

collects the charges from PIEZO Vibrator. The charges 

accumulated on this capacitor will be transferred to the next 

capacitor, named as CHARGER CAPACITOR (CC) of same 

rating. A P-MOSFET switch (PMSW0) is used to 

connect/disconnect RC and CC. The Voltage on CC is 

measured by Tiva-C Micro-controller Launchpad. The 

charging capacitor CC is connected to SUPER CAPACITOR 

BANK (SC) through a P-MOSFET switch (PMSW1). Tiva-C 

board measures the Voltage across CC into a variable ADC0. 

The voltage on the Super Capacitor SC is measured by Tiva-

C as ADC1. P-MOSFET switch PMSW2 connects to load. 

As the piezo vibrates, RC and CC gets charged and voltage 

across them keeps increasing. When this reaches 10.2V, 

Microcontroller sends a low signal to CNTRL0, thus opening 

PMSW0 (by interlock PMSW1 closes). When the voltage 

across CC & SC equalizes, microcontroller checks for ADC1 

(voltage across SC) whether it is ≥ 5.2V, if not, above action 

is repeated, till SC voltage reaches 5.2V. Then load switch is 

closed, PMSW1 is kept open to stop charge transfer, but 

PMSW0 is kept closed to accumulate the charges whenever 

vibrations are present. This three process, i.e. initial 

condition, charge transfer & Load are shown below Figure 6: 

 

                    Figure-6 – Charge Pump working process 

 
D.2 ADC Calibration – : 
 

In this project we need to measure voltage levels of 

Capacitors that store and supply voltage to the final load. To 

achieve that we use the ADC capabilities of TIVA and 

explain the setup by which we achieved it.  

 

The Input to ADC must be limited to less than 3.3V to avoid 

damage to internal circuitry of TIVA. 

 

As the voltages to be measured are beyond this range, we use 

resister network to proportionally reduce the voltage across 

capacitor to within safe measuring range of TIVA ADC 

input. The maximum voltage on Super Capacitor is expected 

to be 5.5V DC (Capacitor Voltage rating) and about 16V DC 

on Reservoir Capacitor. In order to avoid loading the 

capacitor while measuring its voltage, we have used a non-

inverting voltage follower circuit between capacitor and 

TIVA IC. TL084, a quad op-amp JFET input op-amp is used 

in non-inverting voltage follower mode. By using such a 

buffer, the capacitor sees very high input impedance and 

TIVA to draw enough receives its input from low impedance 

source for accurate measurement. 

 

D.2.1 – ADC0 – RC & CC Voltage: 

 

The interfacing circuit for ADC with TIVA microcontroller is 

shown below:  

Figure-7 – ADC0 circuit 
In the circuit shown here, the voltage sensed by TIVA (Vtiva) 

is a fraction of the voltage to be measured (Vm) available at 

the output pin of OPAMP. The actual value of fraction 

depends on the values of resisters used in this network. In this 

case, the output of OPAMP is divided as shown in the 

equation below. 

 

Vtiva = Vm (R15 / (R13+R15)) 

 

Substituting the actual values shown in the figure, we get 

 

Vtiva = Vm (10K / (10K+39K)) = 0.2 * Vm 

 

As TIVA restricts input to ADC to 3.3V DC as maximum, 

Vm should not exceed the following voltage value. 
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3.3V =  0.2 * Vm, which gives Vm maximum value =16.5V 

DC.  

 

This allows us to measure Charging Capacitor voltage 

accurately up to 16.5V which is well within its voltage rating. 

 

Now to display the value of Super capacitor voltage directly 

on LCD screen, we need to calibrate the values of ADC as 

read by TIVA. In this example,  

 

Each ADC code value represents certain mV, as given by 

ADC code = 3300/4096 mV = 0.81 mV. 

 

But there is a scaling factor 0.2 is used, as explained above, 

which needs to be taken in to account. 

 

Each ADC code value now represents, ADC = 0.81 / 0.2 mV 

= 4.05 mV.  

 

By multiplying the ADC with 4.05, we can display Super 

Capacitor Voltage value directly on LCD screen. 

 

Example: if ADC Value is 3000, then CC Capacitor voltage 

will be 3000 * 4.05 = 12509.62 mV. 

 

But by properly formatting the number, we display the value 

as 12.50V on LCD. 

 

There is accuracy issues as the value of resisters are not 

accurate (5%) and there is voltage drop across the OPAMP. 

For better calibration we have used a slightly different 

method. We have charged the Capacitor to some fixed 

voltage levels. We have displayed the 4 digit ADC value as 

read by TIVA on LCD screen for the corresponding Super 

cap Voltage. By finding a co-relation between voltage at the 

source and corresponding ADC values we have derived the 

formula by which the ADC value directly gives the Super 

capacitor Voltage value. The voltage is displayed to 0.1V 

accuracy on LCD. 

  Calibration: 

The steps in calibrating the dc voltage are as follows: 

1. Note down the voltage at the source, here on Charging 

capacitor. 

2. Additionally we have measured the OPAMP output 

voltage, Vout 

3. Note down the reading displayed on the LCD. 

4. Tabulate the above  

5. Plot the graph and find the slope 

6. Using the equation y = mx+c, the calibrated voltage can be 

displayed. 

 

The table below gives the 

voltage readings from the 

piezo, voltage divider, the 

raw reading from the LCD 

respectively. 

 

From analytical geometry 

we have the equation for 
the slope, 

 
                   

 
Since the readings are linear, the equation of straight line 

can be used to calibrate the ADC voltage. 

 

We have the straight line equation,           

 

Where m is the slope of the line C is a constant 

There is constant slope of ½.  By reducing the initial value 

by 2% we get the calibrated ADC value. 

We can write the final equation, using which we get the 

calibrated voltage as follows, 

 

 ADC_CALIBRATED_VOLTAGE= 

(ADC_READING)/2 + (ADC_READING)*(20/1000) 

 

 Where the slope of the above equation is m=0.5 and 

the constant c is a function if the ADC reading and varies 

accordingly. The above procedure for DC voltage 

calibration is done when the piezo charges Capacitor CC. 

This is shown in Figure 8 

 

D.2.2 ADC1 -   Super capacitor: 
 
The interfacing circuit for ADC with TIVA microcontroller is 

shown below figure 9 for ADC1 across Super capacitor. 

 

Vsc Vout Lcd  

10.00 2.000 2162 

9.00 1.800 1900 

8.00 1.600 1656 

7.00 1.440 1456 

6.00 1.280 1250 

5.00 1.100 1007 

4.00 0.900 770 

3.00 0.730 580 



In the circuit shown above, the voltage sensed by TIVA 

(Vtiva) is a fraction of the voltage to be measured (Vm) 

available at the output pin of OPAMP. The actual value of 

fraction depends on the values of resisters used in this 

network. In this case, the output of OPAMP is divided as 

shown in the equation below. 

 

Vtiva = Vm (R23 / (R23+R20)) 

 

Substituting the actual values shown in the figure, we get 

 

Vtiva = Vm (12K / (10K+12K)) = 0.55 * Vm 

 

As TIVA restricts input to ADC to 3.3V DC as maximum, 

Vm should not exceed the following voltage value. 

 

3.3V = = 0.55 * Vm, which gives Vm maximum value = 6V 

DC.  

 

This allows us to measure Super Capacitor voltage accurately 

up to 5.5V which its voltage rating. 

 

Now to display the value of Super capacitor voltage directly 

on LCD screen, we need to calibrate the values of ADC as 

read by TIVA. In this example,  

 

Each ADC code value represents certain mV, as given by 

ADC code = 3300/4096 mV = 0.81 mV. 

 

But there is a scaling factor 0.55 is used, as explained above, 

which needs to be taken in to account. 

 

Each ADC code value now represents, ADC = 0.81 / 0.55 

mV = 1.45 mV.  

 

By multiplying the ADC with 1.45, we can display Super 

Capacitor Voltage value directly on LCD screen. 

 

Example: if ADC Value is 1234, then Super Capacitor 

voltage will be 1234 * 1.45 = 1807.62 mV. 

 

But by properly formatting the number, we display the value 

as 1.81V on LCD. 

 

There is accuracy issues as the value of resisters are not 

accurate (5%) and there is voltage drop across the OPAMP. 

For better calibration we have used a slightly different 

method. We have charged the Capacitor to some fixed 

voltage levels. We have displayed the 4 digit ADC value as 

read by TIVA on LCD screen for the corresponding Super 

cap Voltage. By finding a co-relation between voltage at the 

source and corresponding ADC values we have derived the 

formula by which the ADC value directly gives the Super 

capacitor Voltage value. The voltage is displayed to 0.1V 

accuracy on LCD. 
Vsc lcd 

1.2 816 

2.2 1497 

3.2 2177 

4.2 2857 

5.2 3537 

 
The above table gives the voltage readings from the 
piezo and the raw reading from the LCD respectively. 
 
From analytical geometry we have the equation for 
the slope, 
 
                   
From the table, we can calculate the slope, which is 

 

M = (3537-816) / (5.2-1.2) = 680.25 rounding to 680 

 

This means that the ADC value as read should be divided 

by this slope value to get the Input Voltage in V.vv or up to 

10 mV accuracy. 

 

Since the readings are linear, the equation of straight line 

can be used to calibrate the ADC voltage. 

 

We have the straight line equation, 

        

Where m is the slope of the line C is a constant 

 

 
                       Figure 10 – ADC1 Calibration 
 

Since the readings are linear, the equation of straight line can 

be used to calibrate the ADC voltage. 

 

We have the straight line equation, 

        Or x = (y - c) / m Where m is the slope of the 

line C is a constant 

 

Assuming c = 0 for the time being, we take a random value 

from the table apply formula, 

 

Y = 2177 and from the equation x = 2177 / 680 = 

3.201470588235294 = 3.20 (Rounded). 
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This verifies our formulae to be correct. This ratio is 

implemented in our program. 

There is constant slope of 680.  

 

adc_calibrated_voltage= ((adc_reading)/680) + 15  

 

Where the slope of the above equation is m= 680 and the 

constant c having value 15. The value of C is taken as 15, by 

making several random readings and comparing with 

expected value.  

 

The above procedure for DC voltage calibration is done to 

display super capacitor voltage. 

 

E. 5v Boost Regulator 

A boost converter (step-up converter) is a DC-to-DC power 

converter with an output voltage greater than its input 

voltage. It is a class of switched-mode power supply (SMPS) 

containing at least two semiconductor switches (a diode and a 

transistor) and at least one energy storage element, a 

capacitor, inductor, or the two in combination. The important 

consideration is the optimum frequency for closing and 

opening the switch. If the switch is operated at a faster rate 

than inductor will not fully discharge between two cycles but 

this will help capacitor from fully discharged. If the switch 

operates at a lower frequency, then the inductor idling as no 

more power will be stored after its capacity. The capacitor 

will be discharged almost completely and hence requires 

more time to be charged to required voltage. 

We have used ready module of 5v boost regulator, built using 

IC NCP-1402. By employing this module, we ensure that the 

load gets a constant 5v dc for a longer duration as the super 

capacitor voltage decreases to 0.7v. 

 

F. 24V BOOST REGULATOR – TPS61175 

 

The output of the pololu boost converter is 5v.We needed a 

circuit that would operate at 3-5v input, had to step up the 

voltage to 24v and regulate the voltage at 24v.TPS61175 

switch regulator, is a boost converter having 93% efficiency 

at 5v. For applications where higher voltage levels are 

required, we have used the webench design from TI website 

and selected TPS61175 due to its high efficiency. Filters 

were not required at the output to minimize ripple. 

                 

 
Figure - 11 Webench Design of TPS61175 Boost Regulator 

 

III .HARDWARE / SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 

 

A. Hardware – Prototype 

 

By using orcad Release 9.1 and Lite 16.1, following 

schematics were designed.  

1. The Test bench set up – power supply on GP 

Board & 20W Audio amplifier – for which PCB 

for fabricated. 

2. The charge pump storage schematic was designed 

to mount the transformer, Tiva C Series Launch 

pad, 20 x 4 LCD then remaining components.   

3. 5V – 24V boost regulator TPS61175 webench 

circuit was exported to Orcad lite 16.1 and a 

separate PCB fabricated with necessary berg 

connectors. 

 

Figure - 12 below shows the prototype circuit which was 

built after breadboard testing of interlocking circuit for 

charge pump. The schematics of Test bench setup as well as 

charge pump is shown in APPENDIX A  

 

                         Figure-12 Hardware – Prototype set up 

 



Necessary provision has been made in charge pump PCB for 

mounting of Tiva C series Launch Pad. 

 
The packaged set up is as shown in figure 13 below 

 

 
 
                      Figure 13 Hardware - Packaged 

 
B. Software Implementation:  
 
Here, flowchart is given which is self-explanatory for the 

logic used to control the PMOSFET switches as per charge 

pump working. The C code is written using CCS v5.1. The 

program loops itself from the beginning whenever the Super 

capacitor voltage drops to 3V and the charge pump cycle 

begins all over once again. 

 

After the load PMOS switch – PMSW2 is turned on, 

selection of 5V or 24V output is manual. 

 

Flowchart is given below in Figure 13 

 

 

 

YES 

YES 



 
 

IV RESULTS 

 

A. Rectifier using Schottky diodes: 

 

The Schottky diode was first simulated using TINA-TI 

software and its output is shown in figure 15 below: 

 
Actual test results showed that the diode drop to be 192mV 

when measured with oscilloscope 

 

 

B. Charge Pump from CC to SC: 

 

Calculations for Voltage build up across SC 

 

Let Voltage across 6900uF capacitor (CC – C1) be V1 and 

charge in it be Q1 coulombs. 

Similarly Voltage across 1F capacitor (SC-C2) be V2 and 

charge in it be Q2 coulombs 

 

Initially, when SC is uncharged, voltage and hence charge in 

it will be 0(Zero) and Piezo vibrations charge CC to 10.2V, at 

which instance charge transfer should take place. 

 Q1 = V1 * C1 coulombs = 10.2 * 6900uF = 0.07038 C 

     Q2 = V2 * C2 coulombs = 0 * 1F = 0C 

At the instance when PMSW1 closes (With PMSW0 open), 

both CC & SC are in parallel for a brief period of time. 

 

Now, the total voltage across the parallel capacitors will be 

V(Total) = (   ) Volts where Q = Q1 + Q2 and C= C1+C2 

 V(total) = (0.07038+0)÷1.069 V = 65.83mV 

 

When the voltage across SC & CC equalizes, PMSW1 is 

open immediately and the next charge transfer takes place. 

 

Hence, as per calculation, voltage across super capacitor will 

raise by 21.9mV for every transfer. 

 

After carrying out actual tests, few readings of voltage build 

up across 1F super capacitor – both theoretical and Calibrated 

LCD readings are tabulated below: 

Sl.No. Calculated in Volts Calibrated LCD 

readings in Volts 

1 0.06583 0.0454 

2 0.13166 0.0945 

After  Few minutes  

3 1.645 1.52 

4 3.291 3.31 

5 4.937 5.01 

 

 First two readings are initial two instances. The next three 

readings are after 25, 50 & 75 switching’s 

 

It is seen that voltage build up across Super capacitor is 

nearly achieved as per calculations and that the two 

capacitors i.e. CC & SC are not in parallel for longer 

durations, thus avoiding further losses. 

 

The ADC calibrated value displayed in LCD matches with 

oscilloscope value with a difference of 5 to 6mV difference, 

with LCD being higher. 

 

C. Waveforms:- 

 

The following figures show the oscilloscope waveforms: 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

 

With the test results, we conclude that the simple charge 

pump storage circuit can charge a super capacitor without any 

losses. By removing many components such as LCD, 30V/16 

Transformer and appropriate sizing of super capacitor bank, 

this concept should be a simple solution for energy harvesting 

on a larger scale. We have still not effectively used the full 

power of Tiva microcontroller, such as sleep mode, ROM for 

even lower current consumption, etc. Further, we can 

improve by having a second bank of super capacitor in 

parallel to tap any vibrations of piezo whenever the first bank 

is delivering to load. With use of SMD components, the 

overall PCB size could be reduced drastically. 

 

Initially, we had proposed to convert DC to AC i.e. Inverter, 

but since the super capacitor of 1F, which we used for this 

project, could not deliver high current needed for switching 

Mosfets in PWM inverter. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

1. Charge Pump Schematic  

 

 
2. 24V Boost Regulator using TPS61175 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 


